1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The 2019--2020 coronavirus disease pandemic is a pandemic started by an outbreak that emerged in late 2019 (COVID-19), caused by the coronavirus-2 virus of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2). It was first identified in December 2019 in Wuhan City ([@bb0005]; [@bb0025]). To April 17, 2020, there are about 2,200,000 confirmed cases worldwide ([@bb0010]). This virus in different cities has presented a value of R0 (Reproductive number of): 2.2 and 3.5 ([@bb0025]). This epidemic has a high rate of spread and a high case fatality rate ([@bb0045]).

To prevent the spread of the virus, governments have imposed travel restrictions, confinements, event cancellations, and the closure of establishments and quarantines as described in ([@bb0055]). These restrictive measures have focused mainly on trying to flatten the epidemic curve ([@bb0040]).

In this article, a Systems Dynamics model has been developed, this methodology is widely known to model and simulate epidemics, such as Ebola, MERS, and other infectious diseases ([@bb0030]). With this model, different quarantine periods were simulated and evaluated, and it was possible to see the effectiveness in reducing contacts and deaths.

2. The model {#s0010}
============

The Stock and Flows diagram for the COVID-19 epidemic is presented in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} . The model was elaborated with the Systems Dynamics methodology, following to [@bb0035] and is composed of four stock variables: the susceptible, infected, recovered, and deaths. Similarly, piecewise functions were included to represent the different quarantine scenarios. The model also presents auxiliary variables and parameters that were constructed from bibliographic references or some estimated, as shown in the [Table. 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} . For the simulation of the model, a time limit of 150 days was taken into account, and the integration method was the RK-4 established in the Vensim Ple software (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} ).Fig. 1Stock and flows diagram.Fig. 1Table 1Initial conditions.Table 1NameInitial valueUnitsReferenceSusceptible100,000PeopleAssumedIncubation time5Days[@bb2005]Disease duration14Days[@bb2005]Fraction requiring hospitalization13%[@bb0050], [@bb0020]Infectivity0.025DimensionlessEstimated with ROContacts rate70Contacts/personAssumedHospital capacity1000BedsAssumedFatality rate3%[@bb0050], [@bb2005]Table 2Quarantine scenarios.Table 2ScenarioInitial dayFinal dayInitial day of second lockdownFinal second lockdownA. Long lockdown2585----B. Two shorts lockdown and one smart255585115C. One medium lockdown and one smart256566106O. None--------Table 3Notation and variables.Table 3Types of variableVariable/parameterNotationAuxiliaryContacts rateμAuxiliaryFatality rateFrAuxiliaryHospital capacity strain indexHiCParameterIncubation timeitParameterDisease durationDdParameterFraction requiring hospitalizationFhParameterInfectivityβParameterHospital capacityHCParameterLockdown effectivity*ƛ*ParameterSmart lockdown effectivitykParameterPost lockdown effectivityqParameterSerious casesSCParameterHospital capacityHCStockSusceptibleSStockInfectedIStockRecoveredRStockDeathsD

From the Stock and Flows diagram, it is possible to obtain the mathematical model (Complete model and notation in [Appendix 1](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}) that represents the studied problem, as shown below:$$\frac{\mathit{dS}}{\mathit{dt}} = - \frac{\mathit{\beta Ci}}{\mathit{it}}\ $$ $$\frac{\mathit{dI}}{\mathit{dt}} = \frac{\mathit{\beta C}}{\mathit{it}} - \frac{I}{\mathit{Dd}}‧\left( {1 - \mathit{Fr}} \right)\ $$ $$\frac{\mathit{dR}}{\mathit{dt}} = \frac{I}{\mathit{Dd}}‧\left( {1 - \mathit{Fr}} \right)\ $$ $$\frac{\mathit{dD}}{\mathit{dt}} = \frac{I}{\mathit{Dd}}‧\left( \mathit{Fr} \right)\ $$

The simulation without any type of intervention (Scenario 0) is presented in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} , where the typical behavior of an epidemic is presented. Here we start with a daily contact rate of 70 contacts/person and an infectivity rate of 0.025 for an R0 = 2.5. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows the initial conditions of the model.Fig. 2Scenario without lockdown.Fig. 2

Scenario A is when only an extended lockdown or quarantine is considered, and it is want to try to decrease the contagion curve, this could be useful when the local economy is durable and can withstand a long period of confinement.

Scenario B considers two short lockdowns and a smart lockdown between them, that is, after the end of the first lockdown, another period of equal duration is left, where activities are resumed, but guaranteeing a reduction in daily contacts of at least 50%.

Scenario C represents a first "medium" lockdown of 40 days is implemented. Then a 40-day smart lockdown is opened, guaranteeing in this a limit of contacts of up to 40% of the contacts in ordinary life.

For all initial quarantines, isolation effectiveness of 90% was considered, that is, they reduce contacts by this percentage.

Once the lockdown scenarios were over, a contact restriction of 50% was maintained, to prevent future infection so that it can gradually return to normal activities.

3. Discussions {#s0015}
==============

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of the behavior of the infected with the different quarantines or lockdowns implemented. Suddenly, it could be said that the three types of quarantine proposed are effective in reducing infected concerning the scenario in which there is no quarantine. However, scenario B and scenario C may be the best strategies in which the infected do not collapse hospital capacity. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of the number of deaths that could have in the four proposed scenarios.Fig. 3a.): Scenario A. Behavior of infected in a scenario with a lockdown of 60 days (blue line), red line is the behavior without quarantine. b.) Scenario B. Behavior of infected in a scenario two lockdowns of 30 days and one smart quarantine between them of 30 days (blue line), green line is the behavior without quarantine, and the red line is scenario A. c.) Scenario C. Behavior of those infected in a scenario with an initial "Median" lockdown of 40 days and then a smart lockdown of 40 days (blue line). The red line is scenario B. The green line is scenario A, and The gray line is without lockdown.Fig. 3Fig. 4Comparison of the number of deaths that could be had in the four proposed scenarios.Fig. 4

A lockdown to prevent the increase of COVID infection must be evaluated for well-defined contexts. It is different from doing a lockdown in Wuhan than Buenos Aires or Bogotá or Madrid, each city has different characteristics, such as the population, economy, transport, and health systems, this changes the levels of contact that a person can have daily. However, it is also necessary to evaluate the lockdown for intermediate and small cities since their economic models could have damages that are almost impossible to repair.

Lockdowns are essential to save time and strengthen health systems that can become overloaded. The actual contagion data is limited and short, so it is necessary to prospectively evaluate each measure that public health authorities and governments wish to implement.

Systems Dynamics models seek to guide the understanding of trends behavior, under policies or strategies that are implemented, knowing their structure and the relationships that exist, are not predictive models.

4. Conclusions {#s0020}
==============

Through modeling with Systems Dynamics, successful representation of the coronavirus outbreak was created for a population of 100,000 inhabitants. The mathematical model has a general structure like that of the SIRD model presented by ([@bb0015]). However, due to the flexibility of the methodology, the effects of implemented quarantines have been modeled, whether they are long quarantines, double quarantines, smart, or combined quarantines.

The recommendation, according to the simulations, is to carry out an extended initial lockdown and then gradually return to activities, controlling social contacts so that at the end of this period should only be a maximum of 40% of the contacts they had before the quarantine.

Quarantine duration times should be very cautious as they could shift the contagion curve over time and generate a spike with a delay time.
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 {#s0025}

The Mathematical model.$$\frac{\mathit{dS}}{\mathit{dt}} = - \frac{\mathit{\beta Ci}}{\mathit{it}}$$ $$\frac{\mathit{dI}}{\mathit{dt}} = \frac{\mathit{\beta C}}{\mathit{it}} - \frac{I}{\mathit{Dd}}‧\left( {1 - \mathit{Fr}} \right)$$ $$\frac{\mathit{dR}}{\mathit{dt}} = \frac{I}{\mathit{Dd}}‧\left( {1 - \mathit{Fr}} \right)$$ $$\frac{\mathit{dD}}{\mathit{dt}} = \frac{I}{\mathit{Dd}}‧\left( \mathit{Fr} \right)$$

Auxiliar equations.$$\mathit{Ci} = C‧F$$ $$\mathit{HiC} = \mathit{SC}/\mathit{HC}$$ $$\mathit{SC} = I‧\mathit{Fh}$$ $$\mathit{Fr} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{3\%\mathit{if}\ \mathit{HiC} < 5} \\
{\ 7\%\mathit{if}\ \mathit{HiC} > 5 < 30} \\
{10\%\mathit{if}\ \mathit{HiC} > 30} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$

Modeling of the quarantine scenarios.$$C = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{I‧\mu\ \mathit{if}\ t < t1,} \\
{I‧\mu ‧ƛ\ \mathit{if}\ t \leq t2,} \\
{I‧\mu ‧k\ \mathit{if}\ t > t2 < t3,} \\
{I‧\mu ‧q\ \mathit{if}\ t > t3 < t4} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$
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